
Interpretation No Standard         /Directive Clause Clause heading Question Summary

1 EN71-1:2005 5.1 e) Glued Wooden Toys Should the soak test be applied to all parts of a wooden toy or just 
glued parts and should failure only be considered if the failure is of 
the glued components?

2 EN71- :2005 5.12 Hemispherical Shapes Why does hemispherical shapes require measurement of the outer
diameters, isn’t it the diameter of the internal diameter that 
determines whether the
item is hazardous?

3 EN71-2:2006 5.4.1 Preparation of sample Question regarding how to sample strips of fabric when more than 
one length is required to make up the sample size.

4 EN71-1:2005 8.23.1 Toys intended to bear mass 
of child

Load the toy in the most onerous position.  Should the mass be 
applied to the "normal position"

5 EN71-1:2005 5.2 Filling materials Are polyester fibre filling materials covered by this or are they 
exempt

6 EN71-1:2005 5.1 General Requirements   Exemptions and fabric

7 EN71-1:2005 4.17.3 Projectiles with stored 
energy

Resilient

9 EN71-2:2006 4.2.4 Full or partial moulded 
masks

What are 'Full or partial moulded head masks?'

11 EN71-5:1993 9 Model sets What are the model sets to which this clause referes
12 EN71-1 2011 4.15.5.7 Toy Scooters How should the above requirement be applied to scooter handles 

which are spherical or foam covered 
13 EN71-1:2005 7.2 Toys intended for children 

under 36 months
Small parts warning

14 EN71-9:2005 4.2 & 4.4 Liquid in Toys & Method of 
Analysis

Products requiring compliance with EN71 parts 4,5 and 7 
containing pencils, crayons etc should they also comply with part 9

17 EN71-1:2005 4.17.3 Projectile toys with stored 
energy

What constitutes a discharge mechanism

19 EN71-2:2006 4.2.2/4.2.3 Beards and Moustaches What constitutes 'material with similar features'?  Are the 
following covered by these clauses - EVA ears, fabric ears 
(vertical), fabric ears (free hanging), maribou, fabric decoration, 
feathers on native American Indian Headdress.
Is there a minimum length of pile under which the clause does not 
apply?



20 EN71-8:2003 ? Trampolines Do trampolines (see interpretation) need to be subject to EC type 
approval to provide compliance with the TSD?

22 EN71-2:2006 4..24 & 4.2.3 Toys to be worn on head
23 EN71-1:2005 +A4 7.2 Toys not intended for 

children under 36 months

24 EN71-3:1994 8.1.1 Originally Interpretation No:28
26 EN71-1:2005 5.1 General Requirements Textile components exemption
27 EN71-8 1 Scope Limited swing action seats for use in garden, are these within the 

scope?
28 EN71-9   EN71-9 Solvent Inhalation - BTHA 

calculator
29 EN71-1:2005 7.14 (4.20) Acoustics
30 EN71-1:2005 +A6 8.6 Tip over test If sample is equipped with castors or wheels do you stop the 

wheels from moving during the test?
32 EN71-1:2008 1 Scope What constitutes simple features
34 EN71-1:2005 4.15.1.5 & 4.15.1.6 Braking, Transmission and 

wheel arrangement
What is the current application for a product with a parent handle - 
EN71-1 or Toy Safety Directive (eg. A tricycle complies with EN71-1 
but not with TSD)

36 EN71-1:2005 5.1 & 8.2 General requirements & 
Small Parts

39 BS7272-2:2008 4.7 Additional Safeguard
41 EN60825-1:1994 

+amendments
9.3 Classification procedures

42 EN71-1:2005+ A6:2008 5.1 & 5.2 General Requirements Fabric and Fuzz exempt from the small parts requirements. Is 
polyester filling defined as fuzz? Detachable polyester gibre 
stuffed fabric component which fits wholly within the small parts 
cyclinder, is this combination of fabric considered a choking 
hazard?

43 EN71 - 1 2005+A6:2008 5.1 General Requirements 
(Toys intended for children 
under 36mths)

Although Fabric is exempt from the small parts requirements, 
would you consider a plastic coated/printed fabric label to render a 
choking hazard? Agree a definition of fabric i.e. flexible, air 
permeability

44 EN71-1:2005+ A6:2008 5.4 General Requirements 
(Toys intended for children 
under 36mths)

45 EN71-2:2006+ A1:2007 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 Test Methods for EN71-2 How many times should this test be conducted on each sample?



46 EN71-1 +A8 7.2 Toys not intended for 
children under 36 months

Does the warning now need to include the phrase 'choking 
hazard'?

47 EN71-2:2006 4.5 Soft filled toys with a piled 
or textile surface

Do the requirements apply to soft filled toys with an outer skin of 
PVC coated fabric. Do the requirments apply to soft filled toys with 
an outer skin of PVC

48 REACH Annex XVII 23 Cadmium If insufficent dried paint coating on a toy for the analysis, how is 
this addressed?

49 EN71-1:2005+ A9 3.4 & A.48 Ball Is the shape discussed at meeting considered to be a 'ball' as 
defined by clause?

51 EN71-1+ A8 5.5d Cords on Toys How is the test actually performed?
53 EN71-1:2005 8.23 Stability No indication on how to attach the weight which can affect the 

results through movement of the mass?
55 EN71-1:2009+ A9 8.17.2 Other mouth actuated toys Does the requirement mean more than 300 cm3 or at least 295+/-

10cm3?
57 EN71-1: All 5.4 & 5.8 Cords on Toys

Shape and size of certain 
toys

58 2009/48/EC Article 2 Scope Plush Key Chains  - do these need to be suitable from birth? Is a 
warning required?

61 EN71-1:2011 4.11 Mouth Actuated toys and 
other toys intended to be 
put in the mouth

Is the projectile of a mouth actuated projectile to be classified as a 
removable component? If so under clause 4.11 a) such projectiles 
would not be allowed if they are a small part?

62 EN71-2:2011 4.5/5.5.3 Soft-filled toys How should a soft  filled toys measuring 160mm be tested.  As 
currently written the toy cannot be tested in accordance wtih the 
standard. 

63 EN71-1:2011 4.18 a) Aquatic toys and inflatable 
toys

Why should a stopper be permanently  attached to inflatable toys 
even if they are not small parts?

64 EN71-1:2011 5.4 b) Cords and chains that can 
form a tangled loop or a 
noose

How is the measurement of 220mm made in the example of the 
loop shown:  See Interpretation Sheet

65 EN71-1:2011 5.4 c) Fixed loops of cords or 
chains

How is the measurement of fixing point and perimeter measured 
in example show: See Interpretation sheet

66 EN71-1:2011 3.31 Large and Bulky Toy How do you measure the volume of large and bulky toys as defined 
in 3.31



67 EN71-1:2011 5.4
2nd para

Cords Requirements of 5.4 do not apply to ..toy bag… handles.  Could a 
doll's carrycot be classed as a bag?  If not difficult to understand 
why the handles on a doll's carrycot would be subject to the 
requirements of clause 5.4 but not the handles on a bag

69 EN71-1:2011 ? Washing Washing surface wash.

70 2009/48/EC Article 2 Scope
72 EN71-1:2011 4.15.1.2 Warnings and instructions 

for use
Where a product is not required by the requirement of this clause 
to bear the warning referenced in clause 7.10.3 do you remove the 
reference to protective equipment or the warning as a whole.

74 EN71-1:2011 3.11 Cords When is a length of flexible textile etc., NOT a cord.  

76 EN71-8:2011 4.6.8.2 Impact from swing 
elements

What is a measurable definition of 'falling protection on 3 sides of 
the seat' - see interpretation sheet

77 EN71-1:2011 4.18 a) Aquatic toys and inflatable 
toys

Does the stopper on the toy in figure 1 fail to comply - see 
interpretation sheet

78 EN71-8:2011 3.1 and its note Activity toy (definition) Are fabric playtents with non-rigid frames within the scope of 
EN71-8?

80 EN71-8:2001 4.6.8.3 Geometry and design of 
swing elements

If the potential impact surface does not fulfil the geometry 
requirements, does a plastic swing seat (made from any type of 
plastic) meet the requirement above (provided it has a mass of 
less that 1.0kg)

81 EN62115:2005 Edition 
A2:2011

18 Clearances and creepage 
distances

Could the following examples be considered to be PD3? See 
interpretation sheet

85 TSD:2012 Various various Where a toy is sold to a UK retailer on an FOB basis (from outside 
the EC), but the toy is sold by the manufacturer’s UK agent whose 
name and address appears on the toy, is it sufficient for the UK 
retailer to accept a DoC from the UK agent (as would have been 
the case had the toy been sold domestically to the same retailer), 
or does the UK retailer then assume the role of “importer”. 

86 EN71-1 2011 5.1 General Requirements 
(Toys intended for children 
under 36 months)

Should a coated textile lable be excluded from the small parts 
requriement>?



87 EN71-1:2011 5.4 second Para Cords Could a doll's carrycot be classed as a bag? 

90 EN71-1:2011 5 Toys intended for children 
under 36 months

Should a lab test a toy to all requirments (for toys for children 
under 36 months) irrespected of the age grade stated on the 
product in order to determine the required warnings?

94 EN71-1:2011 5.4 Cords What length of cord should be measured in the examples on the 
form?

97 EN71-1:2011 5.14, 5.4 Straps intended to be worn 
fully or partially around the 
neck  Cords, chains and 
electrical cables in toys 

Question regarding the diifferences between straps and cords

98 EN71-8 :2011 4.6.8.3 Geometry and design of 
swing elements

Question regarding applicability of circular tubular swing seats.

100 EN 62115:2005/A11:2012 7.4 Markings and instructions markings of accessories that are sold separately from the 
Transformer

101 EN71-8:2011 4.1.1 and 4.1.4 Assembly’ and ‘Corners and 
edges’

Specifically for Playhouses under EN71-8 - should clauses 4.1.1 and 
4.1.4 be applied during testing?

107 EN71-1+A2:2013 4.2 Acoustics General
109 EN 71-3: 2013 4.1 Toy Material Catagories Catagorisation of viscous liquids
110 EN71-1: 2011 +A3 2104 5.8 Shape and size of certain 

toys
maracas

114 EN 71-1:2014 4.10.1 b) and 8.18.2 b) Folding and sliding 
mechanisms

Are the two loading tests to be carried out on the same sample or 
should two different samples be used

115  EN 71 -2 2011+A1:2014 4.2 Toys worn on the head Classification question
117 EN 71-3 : 2013 + A1 : 2014 7.3.7 sample preparation How to sample the graphite or coloured core from pencils and 

coloured pencils
71A EN71-1:2011 5.4 Cords, chains and electrical 

cables in toys
a)What Sub clause if any should fabric headbands for under 3's be 
subject to? b)   Is a warning appropriate?  c) At which width is a 
fabric headband no longer a cord? d) Should a fabric headband be 
classed as a cord, as it is not connected to a toy?

71B EN71-1:2011 5.4 Cords, chains and electrical 
cables in toys

a)What Sub clause if any should fabric headbands for under 3's be 
subject to? b)   Is a warning appropriate?  c) At which width is a 
fabric headband no longer a cord? d) Should a fabric headband be 
classed as a cord, as it is not connected to a toy?

125 EN 71-4:2013 1 Scope Is chemical and water mix  in scope?
126 EN71 -1 darts Leading edge
127 EN71-8 2018 1 Scope Is a mini slide on a toy ubject to EN71-8


